
 
New Items - November 2019

 
NON-FICTION:

A warning 
by Anonymous 

Book Annotation

In a sunburned country 
by Bill Bryson 

A perilous journey into the lethal but luscious Land Down Under is filled
with news and knowledge about the Aborigines, exiled British convicts,
careless prime ministers, eating snakes the size of catcher's mitts,
avoiding killer seashells, and preparing for cyclones. Reprint. 150,000
first printing.

The Art of Storytelling : Easy Steps to
Presenting an Unforgettable Story 
by John Walsh 

Book Annotation

Ways of seeing : a book 
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by John Berger 

Examines the social implications and psychological impact of the
images and conventions of modern and classical artists

Mandalas to crochet : 30 great patterns 
by Haafner Linssen 

"Crocheted mandalas are having a moment! And it's no wonder the
lovely mandala is in vogue: one evening is often enough to begin and
finish something eye-catching. Many crocheters make mandalas as a
meditative activity, while others love them simply forthe wonderful
opportunities they offer for mixing colors and stitch textures. A new
take on traditional shapes, like granny squares or hexagons, these
attractive crocheted circles are causing a real buzz in the crochet
community. Included are complete written and charted directions for a
variety of types of circular designs, plus a range of creative techniques
and ideas to make yours stand out from the crowd. With full patterns
and inspiring photos, a review of crochet techniques, a discussion of
materials, colors, finishing techniques, and lots of project ideas
including bags, shawls, blankets, and pillows, this book guarantees
many hours of happy mandala-making"

Deep state : Trump, the FBI, and the rule of law
by James B Stewart 

A Pulitzer Prize-winning author tells his story of the war between
President Trump and America’s principal law enforcement agencies,
answering the questions that he believes the Mueller report couldn’t—
or wouldn’t.

Catch and kill : lies, spies, and a conspiracy to
protect predators 
by Ronan Farrow 

Book Annotation
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In defense of open society 
by George Soros 

A philanthropist and the chairman of Soros Fund Management offers an
impassioned defense of open society, academic and media freedom and
human rights. 40,000 first printing.

Diamond Doris : the true story of the world's
most notorious jewel thief 
by Doris Payne 

The culprit and larger-than-life personality behind jewel heists that
remained unsolved for years shares her story, describing how a young
black woman from West Virginia pulled off diamond robberies and used
nuns to break out of prison. 50,000 first printing.

How to read a poem : and fall in love with
poetry 
by Edward Hirsch 

An examination from an award-winning poet and critic of the reasons
for and meanings of poetry offers an analysis of poems by Wordsworth,
Plath, Neruda, and others to precisely delineate their unique power
and their ineffable message. 25,000 first printing. Tour.
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Finding Betty Crocker : the secret life of
America's first lady of food 
by Susan Marks 

Book Annotation

Mighty Fitz : the sinking of the Edmund
Fitzgerald 
by Michael Schumacher 

Book Annotation

Grit & grace : train the mind, train the body,
own your life 
by Tim McGraw 

For the first time ever, the Grammy Award-winning music superstar and
actor shares his transformation story along with encouragement,
practical advice and mental approach together with exercise tips to
help readers become healthy, strong and fit in mind and body.
Simultaneous.

Breakfast with Beatrice : 250 recipes from
sweet cream waffles to Swedish farmer's
omelets 
by Beatrice Ojakangas 

"With the help of James Beard Cookbook Hall of Famer Beatrice
Ojakangas, breakfast will be not only the most important meal of the
day, but the best tasting. With recipes drawn from her storied career
and honed in her home kitchen, Breakfast with Beatrice prepares the
cook--seasoned veteran or novice--to make breakfast the perfect start
to every day"

Sweet Nature : a cook's guide to using honey
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and maple syrup 
by Beth Dooley 

Book Annotation

Crochet Cute Critters : 26 Easy Amigurumi
Patterns 
by Sarah Zimmerman 

Book Annotation

The great Minnesota cookie book : award-
winning recipes from the Star Tribune's holiday
cookie contest 
by Lee Svitak Dean 

Collects award-winning cookie recipes from the Minneapolis Star
Tribune's holiday cookie contest, including such offerings as frosted
cashew cookies, Viennese wafers with lemon, and Persian molasses
crinkles

The Drink That Made Wisconsin Famous : Beer
and Brewing in the Badger State 
by Doug Hoverson 

Book Annotation

The Trial of the Edmund Fitzgerald :
Eyewitness Accounts from the U.S. Coast Guard
Hearings 
by Michael Schumacher 

Book Annotation
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The great pretender : the undercover mission
that changed our understanding of madness 
by Susannah Cahalan 

The award-winning New York Times bestselling author of “BRAIN ON
FIRE: My Month of Madness” investigates the 50-year-old mystery
behind a dramatic experiment that broke open the field of psychology,
closing down institutions and changing mental health diagnosis forever.

Visit your local library to see all our new items!

Benton Public Library
48 W. Main, Benton
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608-759-2665
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